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Abstract
A crucial step in designing a user interface for a
software application is to design a coherent, taskfocused conceptual model (CM). With a CM, designers
design better, developers develop better, and users
learn and use better. Unfortunately, this step is often
skipped, resulting in incoherent, arbitrary, inconsistent,
overly-complex applications that impede design,
development, learning, understanding, and use. This
course covers what CMs are, how they help, how to
develop them, and provides hands-on experience.
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Introduction
Designing a conceptual model is an important step in
designing a user interface – possibly the most
important step. The conceptual model is the ontology
of an application: how it carves the task-domain into
concepts – objects, operations, attributes, relationships
– and how concepts are related. The goal is to devise a
conceptual model based on the users’ task domain,
rather than on the underlying technology. Many UI
designers, software developers, and development
managers don’t understand this: they jump straight to
sketching and prototyping user interfaces, often
resulting in applications that are incoherent, arbitrary,
overly-complex, and that require users to understand
concepts that are irrelevant to their tasks.
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This class covers:

Part 2 (80 min)



What conceptual models are.





How they improve software design and
development.

Small group exercise: Object/Action Analysis of a
second Simple Application (40 min)



Discussion of Exercise Results (35 min)
Summary, Wrap-Up, Evaluations (5 min)



How UIs based on conceptual models provide a
better fit with human learning and cognition.





Perils and pitfalls of not designing a conceptual
model.

Instructor Biography



Object/operations analysis (part of designing a
conceptual model).

An example conceptual model for a specific
application.
Hands-on exercises designing conceptual models for
simple applications.


Intended Audience
This course is intended for software designers and
developers of all levels of experience. Others who
might benefit: Software Q/A engineers, usability
testers, and development managers.

Agenda
Part 1 (80 min)


The Role of Models in Using and Designing Tools
(15 min)



Conceptual Model Basics (20 min)



Benefits and Bloopers (15 min)



Notation for Representing Conceptual Models
(5 min)



Conceptual Models’ Place in Development Process
(5 min)



Whole-class exercise: Object/Action Analysis of a
Simple Application (20 min)
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